Minutes for the CNAP Committee Meeting
September 27, 2017 at 11:00 AM in 306 HSS

Attended By: Drs. Waleed Farag, Dighton (Mac) Fiddner, Crystal Machado, Ben Rafoth, Krista Sarraf, Alex Ashcom, and Jacob Pimental

1. Two Graduate Assistants were hired, Krista Sarraf and Zhengqui Hu
2. Discussed the Cybersecurity Club election and presented the flyer.
3. Discussed having a pre-test for students who come into tutoring.
4. Discussed Cybersecurity Day, which we have three speakers lined up for
5. End of Oct. interviews will begin
6. Agreed on a tentative date, Dec 2, 2017, for the fall workshop.
7. A plan was discussed in order to document tutoring session attendance.
8. WebX and Jotform are some of the online tools that will be used to support offering the tutoring service.
9. WF will contact computer science faculty asking for assignments that contain writing components in Cybersecurity courses.
10. DF will send a PowerPoint summarizing various components of this project and outlining the activities to initiate the proposed Cybersecurity local community/consortium.
11. DF will attend the Three Rivers Information Security Symposium to be held on Oct 20 in Monroeville.

Submitted by: Jacob Pimental